6TH STREET BETWEEN BRAZOS AND IH35
THE PECAN STREET ASSOCIATION PRESENTS

THE 47TH ANNUAL SPRING
PECAN STREET FESTIVAL

RED RIVER STAGE
12:30PM  SMELL MONSTERS
1:30PM   LEE YOUNG KOREAN TRADITIONAL DANCE
2:30PM   LINA CLARKE AND THE PETALS
3:30PM   FLIGHT BY NOTHING
4:30PM   BRUISED SINATRA
5:30PM   DFOYMUSIC

NECHES STAGE
NOON     EN ORBITO
1:30PM   DAVID SHABANI
2:30PM   BLEVINS
3:30PM   KAIROS
4:30PM   EL COMBO OSCURO
6:00PM   HAPPY HAPPY JAMES
           (90 MIN SET)

TRINITY STAGE
NOON     MOHAWK BENDS
1:00PM   DOG REACH REBELS
2:00PM   THE ELIUD BAND
3:00PM   TENNESSEE STIFFS
4:00PM   MIDNIGHT BUTTERFLY
5:00PM   SAMI SERRANO
6:00PM   THE DRAGON BERRIES

SUNDAY | MAY 8